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PROJECT TITLE:
Blackened Bronze Metallic Candle Holders, Pillar
Candles and Charger
DESIGNED BY:
Kathy Kromer, Emma Parrott, Lee Anne Powers
SKILL LEVEL: (1 being the easiest, 5 being of highest
difficulty)

Adult 2
TIME TO COMPLETE:
30 Min each (plus drying time between coats)
Use Sophisticated Finishes real Metallic Surfacers to turn ordinary brass candle
holders, an unfinished wooden charger and pillar candles into high style for a
striking table centerpiece.
PROJECT TIP:
Sophisticated Finishes Metallic Surfacers paint on candles effortlessly without prep
work and covering well with just two coats. Paint is not flammable.
SEARCH TEXT: (Please provide words which the consumer may use to search for this project.
Words in this section should be in lowercase type and separated with one space between each
word only.)

Metallic pillar candles, centerpiece, brass candle holders easy votives painted
glass charger sophisticated finishes modern options triangle coatings easy
INSTRUCTIONS:
For Charger1. Use brush to prime charger. Allow to dry.
2. Coat front side of charger with Copper. Allow to dry then repeat with a second
coat. Allow to dry.
3. Apply Blackened Bronze to back side of charger, let dry, then add a second
coat. Allow to dry.
4. Use brush to add Gold in center front and around inner edge on charger. Allow
to dry.
5. Use Blackened Bronze to add dark highlights around inner edge on charger.
Allow to dry.
For Candle Holder 1. Optional: Prime candle holder. Let Dry. Use brush to apply Blackened Bronze.
Allow to dry, and then add another coat. Let Dry.
2. Use line brush to add Gold highlights to candle holder as shown. Allow to dry,
and then touch up with more Gold, if necessary.
For Votive Holders-
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1. Use Painter’s tape to mark off diagonal stripes on each votive holder. Use flat
brush to apply Gold between tape. Allow to dry, remove tape. Use Gold and
liner brush to touch up Gold lines. Allow to dry.
For Candles –
1. Use foam brush to apply coat of Blackened Bronze to all candles. Allow to dry,
and then add another coat. Let Dry.
2. Use Painter’s Tape to mark off diagonal stripes on pillar candles. Use flat brush
to apply Gold between tape. Allow to dry, remove tape. Use Gold and liner
brush to touch up Gold lines. Allow to dry.

MATERIALS CHECKLIST:
Sophisticated Finishes Blackened Bronze Metallic Surfacer
Sophisticated Finishes Gold Metallic Surfacer
Sophisticated Finishes Copper Metallic Surfacer
Sophisticated Finishes Metal Primer and Sealer
Wooden Plate 11.5"
Tall Brass Candle Holder
Pillar Candle (your choice)
Clear Glass Votives
Votive Candles (your choice)
Liner Paintbrush
1” Foam Paintbrush
Flat Paintbrush
Paint Pallet
Paper (to protect work surface)

